Optimize the cycle of neoadjuvant chemotherapy for locoregionally advanced nasopharyngeal carcinoma treated with intensity-modulated radiotherapy: A propensity score matching analysis.
The aim of this study is to optimize the cycle for patients with locoregionally advanced nasopharyngeal carcinoma (NPC) receiving neoadjuvant chemotherapy (NCT) in the era of intensity-modulated radiotherapy (IMRT). Data on 569 locoregionally advanced NPC patients treated with IMRT were retrospectively reviewed. Propensity score matching (PSM) method was adopted to balance prognostic factors and match patients. Survival outcomes of matched patients between different NCT cycle groups were compared. The median cycle of NCT was 2 (range, 2-4 cycles) for the whole cohort, and patients were therefore stratified as low cycle (=2) and high cycle (>2) groups. In total, 247 pairs of NPC patients were selected by PSM. Univariate analysis found no significantly prognostic difference between the low cycle and high cycle groups, and multivariate analysis did not establish NCT cycle as an independent factor. However, stratified analysis revealed patients in the low cycle group had better OS than those of patients in the high cycle group (92.4% vs. 80.8%, P=0.029), and NCT was identified as an independent prognostic factor for OS in patients with N2-3 category (HR, 2.252; 95% CI, 1.024-4.953; P=0.043). Two cycles of NCT may be enough and additional more cycles are not associated with improved survival outcomes for patients with locoregionally advanced NPC in the era of IMRT.